MAY 2012 CANTABRIAN MOUNTAINS
- BEARS AND WOLVES -

Atmospheric images part one: the people

Figures and facts
-Within 24 hours, after our arrival in the trip’s core area, we managed to see one wolf and three different brown bears.
At the end we had one more wolf and two more bears. Not with the use of bait, neither from a hide. Wild animals
spotted from vantage points and /or just nearby the road. Amazing for sure and lovely to witness how local farmers live
more or less peaceful together in a rural, idyllic mountain area. It’s to be jealous about! Some areas are NP’s too of
course: animals are protected there instead of hunted. The secret clue behind this Eden!
-Animals of course not that close as when seated in a hide, but with the use of a scope more than just average good
views of all animals showing natural behaviour. We had an immature brown bear strolling on a slope in search for food,
an adult sleeping individual behind an oak tree, a resident male marking it’s territory by scratching it’s back on a log and
most lovely: an adult couple showing heat behaviour. Especially the sexual desire of the enormous male was obvious!
-First wolf behaved typical ‘off radar’ by following hedges when patrolling through it’s territory during dusk. White
markings of the facial mouth pattern and dark, blackish tail typical features of one of Europe’s most shy mammals. 2nd
wolf was digging a bit in the soil near one particular area at Villafafila. Previously other observation were made here too.
-Although not focused on it, some good birds were seen too : Short-toed & Booted Eagles, Egyptian and Griffon Vultures,
Lesser Kestrels and Great Bustards. Flora was amazing too. And then there are of course always tapa’s, el menu del dia,
local chorizo y muchos cerveza y vino! Viva Espana! Next year we are back for sure. Details at the end of this report.

Atmospheric images part two: being part of an idyllic surrounding

Atmospheric images part three: porto folio

Group shot, salutations, movie link and tour dates 2013

Major thank
KEJ should like to say thanks to all participants for making this tour possible. Special thanks to Kris for
letting me use his video footage and Guido for all his nice pics. As the same with the Iberian lynx
shot below from Billy Herman and both Iberian wolves by Will Luyff. Special thanks to Dani too, the
‘oso star’ of Asturias! No bears without him!

bear video footage
uploaded soon on the VIDEO
chapter of
www.europesbig5.com

Spanish tour dates 2013

09/02/2013 – 17/02/2013

Iberian wolf and Iberian lynx

30/03/2013 – 13/04/2013

Iberian lynx - wolf - bear in combi with Extremadura birds

08/05/2013 – 12/05/2013

Cantabrian brown bear and Iberian wolf special

